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From the Pastor ’s Desk
Dear Friends:
As I write this, my heart is filled with gratitude for the many blessings God has bestowed
upon St. Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church this year. Our newly renovated spaces are
beautiful and we couldn’t be happier with the outcome of our capital campaign projects.
But, as we all know, a church is not the building but the mission that goes on both inside
and outside its walls. This also cause for celebration, for given our growth in membership,
financial giving, and overall commitment to the community and world, I truly believe we are
enjoying some of our “finest hours” as a congregation.
Clearly, this is a beautiful reflection of you, the people of this church. It speaks volumes
about how you have put God first in your lives and your faithful advocacy of the church of
Jesus Christ in this place. Evidence for this abounds, but includes:
A significant increase in membership. Since January, we have added 66 new members to
our church family which means we now stand at 1164. (Indeed, thanks to Margaret Ann
Lindsey and the Membership Team, SCAPC has grown by 250 since 2011). Compare this to a membership of 975 just 6 years
ago and you see the kind of growth we’re talking about. In addition, our Session annually reviews the membership rolls to make
sure our numbers accurately reflect members who are truly active. Those who have moved from town, or who have discontinued
church involvement, are placed on a separate, inactive roll each year. This means 1164 is a solid number.
An increase in worship attendance. You may notice our ushers walking the aisles each Sunday after worship begins. They
are taking a “head count;” each week we record the number of worshippers in order to track attendance. I am pleased to report
that for the past three years, SCAPC has enjoyed a 5 – 10% increase. This means we are full to mostly full for both 8:30 and
10:30 services during the regular year (September – May), and enjoy equally strong numbers for our summer, unified service.
Strengthening Christian Education and Youth. One of the biggest growth areas for SCAPC has been with CE and Youth,
as spearheaded by DCE Michele Murphy and the Christian Education Team (Larry Hamric, Chair), and Andy Fox and his
Youth and Young Adult Team (Kelley McWhirter, Chair). Our children’s classes continue to increase in number, especially the
Challenger Group (4th and 5th grades), which has jumped from 10 to 20 kids. Three adult classes are offered each Sunday
morning. The youth group is a story unto itself. It has gotten so big that we have divided it into Junior and Senior Highers.
With an average Sunday night crowd of 40, SCAPC now ministers to a total of 100 youth throughout the year. (Just three years
ago those numbers were more like 20).
Expanding Community and Global Outreach. Over the past year we have added Eden House and New Orleans Science
High School to the list of agencies we support. RHINO had another strong year, and Camp RHINO grew by nearly 100%
to a total of 200 Junior and Senior Highs from around the country. Carrollton Christmas Camp, a brand new program for
elementary school children in “Pensiontown,” is right around the corner. Thanks to SCAPC, over 250,000 gallons of clean water
is now flowing each year in Cardenas, Cuba.
Incredible Music. Twice a year, at Christmas and Easter, the finest chancel choir in the country (in my humble opinion)
performs with members of the Louisiana Philharmonic in a program that recently won a “Big Easy” award. Of course, each week
we are treated to the best in choral music from the Children’s, Chancel, and Bell Choirs.
Enhanced Fellowship. Wednesday Night Out (WNO) offers great food and wonderful programming for all ages. This fall
has seen the September Arts Spectacle, RHINO’s Birthday Party, Mac Frampton and Phillip Manuel in concert, and “Shades of
Praise” gospel choir is coming December 4th. Over 80 church members are in Supper Clubs, and 20/30’s, 40/50’s, and Senior
Adults are always crowding the church calendar.
And, there’s more…so much more…that is part of today’s SCAPC! But you get the picture: we are a church that is richly
blessed. Thanks be to God! And see you in church!
Faithfully,
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Point of View:

What is WORSHIP to You?
Three SCAPC Members share their experiences

Worship is at the heart of our identity as Christfollowers; God calls us to be people of worship at
all times. Whether we are in church on a Sunday
morning, serving alongside others to help rebuild
someone’s home after a storm, or admiring God’s
kingdom in wonder…we can always choose to
engage in worship. Several members of SCAPC took
time to consider the question, What Does Worship
Mean to You?

Lisa eldredge
From everyone who has been
given much, much will be
demanded; and from the one
who has been entrusted with
much, much more will be asked.
Luke 12:48
I have always interpreted
this verse beyond the strict
meaning of the faithful servant. Nothing has brought
the meaning of this very powerful teaching into
focus for me as much as Katrina. While all of us who
lived through the storm and aftermath are forever
changed, it was the commitment of so many people,
faith based, and not, coming to our city to help us
gut and rebuild. For we are the ones to whom much
has been given, in the time, talents and efforts of the
hundreds of thousands of volunteers coming to serve
us. The only way I can thank them, is by honoring
their service and being that person for others.
While many of us think of worship as siting in
the pews on Sunday morning, singing the hymns
and reciting verses, really the heart of worship is
service to others. By working with RHINO and its
partner, Habitat for Humanity, and other service
organizations, I am able to serve others and get
“outside myself.” By serving others, I am getting
closer to God and the person God wants me to be.
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John dunlap
Therefore, since we are
receiving a kingdom that cannot
be shaken, let us be thankful,
and so worship God acceptably
with reverence and awe, for
our ‘God is a consuming fire.’
Hebrews 12:28-29
“For where two or three gather
in my name, there am I with them.” Matthew 18:20
I grew up in the Presbyterian church. I remember:
as a small child, falling asleep in church in my mother’s
arms; as an older child, being under the watchful eye
of my father who made sure that I did not squirm
such that I brought negative attention to “our” pew;
as a teenager, an usher in my black suit and dress
shoes and getting to sit by myself on the back row;
as a college student,
attending church only
when visiting my family
back home; as a young
professional in a new
city, discovering SCAPC
as a place I felt at home;
and, as a parent, being
drawn back to regular
attendance after the birth
of our first child, knowing
instinctively
that,
otherwise,
something
vital was missing.
Through these years,
was I always there to glorify God “acceptably with
reverance and awe”? Sometimes, I was there just
because I had to be. Sometimes, I was there just
going through the motions. Worship presents the
opportunity to consciously put yourself in the
presence of God. When that happens, worship is a
three-dimensional prayer in thought, word and deed.

“...worship
is a threedimensional
prayer in
thought, word,
and deed.””

But even when you fail to engage, God is present
because we are gathered in his name. God chooses
you wherever you might be, physically, spiritually,
emotionally, or inattentively. Worship is that space, at
any place or time, where, as a full participant you join
in the all -“consuming fire” of the kingdom. Worship
is also that place where, despite the meagerness of
the offering you might make of yourself, God comes
to be with you anyway because you have received
the kingdom that “cannot be shaken” out of you,
whether you consciously recognize it or not. Thanks
be to God.
donald Paxton
In the spring, Standing Indian
Mountain on the Appalachian
Trail is ablaze with a canyon
of blooming honeysuckle,
azaleas and mountain laurel.
Their blossoms rain on you
like butterflies as you ascend
the trail. To finally reach the
mountain’s mile-high pinnacle is to experience the
grandeur of God’s work. The living mural of peaks
and valleys below, a Technicolor sky and crimson sun
consume you in the full glory of God’s house. To
summit the mountain you must put aside the aids
of the mechanized world and look to a physical and
mental strength that may come through communion
with yourself and with God.
Deep in the caves of Carlsbad, you need but shine
a light in any direction to experience sculpture and
artistry not equaled by the hand of man. To witness
this artistry, you must descend the cavern in little
more than what you are wrapped.
When we free ourselves of worldly trappings and
embrace the pain of discovery, we open ourselves
to new possibilities. In His wilderness spaces, on
a mountain top or deep in the earth, we surround
ourselves by creations told of in Genesis. In these
special places, we find cause to give thanks for all we
have been given, to take measure of the good, and to
understand what we might do better. This is part of
how I experience worship.

Our “Call” to Worship
A friend of mine from the West Coast was in church
one Sunday, when a pigeon got into their sanctuary.
The ushers were trying to get it out before the start of
the service, and at first the pastor was helping them.
But, as he watched
the thing flapping
and darting around,
he realized suddenly
that the pigeon could
itself be God’s gift to
the congregation that
morning. A pigeon
flying around the
church was funny – but
it also made everyone
feel
somewhat
uncomfortable. They
didn’t know where
it would go, what it
would do or where it would do it! The service was out
of control…and it hadn’t even started. As he greeted
the people that morning, the pastor called the pigeon
“Our call to worship,” because, he said, “It’s put us
on edge. The pigeon brought a sense of expectancy
and watchfulness…” Worship was opened up for
them by that uncontrollable pigeon. How much
more, then, are we open to the uncontrollable work
of God’s Spirit as we worship?
Worship is meant to be part of our every act, our
plans, our conversations, our jobs, our rest. It is our
day-in day-out worship that wakes us up to God’s
work in the world, and our part in it. And if we
allow worship to show us what God is really doing,
every day, then our world will begin to change. That
is, the world around us may stay the same, but God
will start to change the way we see it. Worship is the
measure of our reverence for the God who first loved
us, and who calls us to join in his work in the world.
Worship is our anchor in the world, telling us who
we are, and whose we are.
-Kelly W. Hostetler

“Worship is
our anchor
in the world,
telling us who
we are, and
whose we are.””

Editor’s note: This is the third in a series of articles called
“Point of View” in which members of the congregation
write on a topic that is important and meaningful to them.
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Where in the World...Did Our Youth
Go Last Summer?
Three great journeys for SCAPC Youth, Summer 2013
by Andy Fox
The summer of 2013 proved to be the busiest
summer in a long time for SCAPC Youth Ministry.
In addition to a major building renovation (see p.
20), 30 students and 12 adult leaders took three
trips – each one a different kind of journey to a
different destination. I am deeply grateful to the
leaders (several of whom used precious vacation
time to be with these kids), a great crew of parents,
and the support of a wonderful congregation –
who truly understands the eternal significance of
Youth Ministry!
Junior High Mystery Trip—Pensacola Beach,
FL—May 31-June 4, 2013
Participants: Andy Fox, James Warren, Nathan
Turner, Anna Turner, Grace Kantrow, Caroline
Seelman, Sean Murphy, James Murphy, Jacob
Tasker, Josh Bell, Charlie Kaliszeski, and Ian Lott.
Be honest, would you set aside five days,
pack, and start out on a trip, if you didn’t have a
clue where you were headed? Well, that’s exactly
what the youth who signed on for the Mystery
Trip did! These students didn’t know where they
were going at all. By agreeing to get into the
rental van, they were literally taking a ride in faith
– faith in the love and wisdom of their parents
and youth leaders. Such a foundation allowed us to
have some great conversations about the challenges
and blessings of living a life of trust – trust in a God
who loves us and wants our trust…but, who rarely
gives us a preview of what’s ahead.
Walking on the beach at sunset, contemplating
the mysteries of God…what better setting for an
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Paddleboarding, Pensacola Bay. Photo by Water
Warrior Staff
adventure with SCAPC’s junior high students??!!!
Thanks to James Warren, Nathan Turner, and Anna
Turner for choosing to spend the weekend with our
Junior High students.

Senior High Mission Trip—
New York City, NY—June
8-15, 2013
Andy Fox, Matt Hinson,
Lauren Williams, Laura Bruce,
McAlister Brewer, Claire Bell,
Grier Holmes, Casey Franklin,
Max Bell, and Michael Favret.
Just like the church
community that surrounds
us, SCAPC Youth Ministry
is always looking for new and
meaningful ways to use our
time, talent and treasure in
the service of God. During
the second week of June, seven
high school students and three
leaders spent a week in New
York City, serving those in
need.
Our time in New York
included a nine-hour prayer
tour of the city—including
four of the five boroughs, when
we learned more about the city
and offered prayer for each of
the places we visited. We also
served in Manhattan’s largest
food bank, helped a small
church in Queens prepare for
their summer kids camp, and
helped serve breakfast to a
wonderful group of homeless
adults near Times Square,
where we also led a short
worship service. We did devote
a few hours to exploring many
of the unique attractions that
only New York offers. And
we did it all – often in pouring
down rain – using only public
transportation. This was an
aspect of the trip that taught

us all about the way in which
we take our easy access to
vehicles, grocery stores, and
parking lots for granted. And,
of course, no visit to NYC
would be complete without a
Mets game!
Each of us gave up
time, other trips, vacation
or money in order to go on
this trip. And each one of
us felt blessed by God, as we
took away significant lessons
about what it means to serve
God and others – how much
closer to God we felt as a
result. We got to know each
other better, even as we gave
all we could to those we met.
As part of our testimony to
the city, we tried to embody
the love and light of Christ to
each person we met.
As each of us collapsed
into our seats on the plane
home, we felt more blessed
and grateful for the lives
we live, and more ready to
serve the next time we have
an opportunity. Thanks to
Matt Hinson and Lauren
Williams for chaperoning
this trip.

Photos:
Top: Lauren, Jeff (our
host), Casey, McAlister,
and Max in NY Common
Pantry, NYC.
Middle: Our group under
the Brooklyn Bridge, NYC
Bottom: Citi Field for a
Mets Game.
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Senior High Montreat Youth Conference—
Montreat, NC—July 20-27, 2013
Andy Fox, Lee Anne Trichel, Jessie Bruggers, Ashlin
Murphy, Sarah Alexander, Casey Franklin, Gabby
Hutchenson, Max Bell, Michael Favret, Nick Favret,
Casey Root, and Shawn Walsh.
On this, our second year in a row traveling
up to the Presbyterian Retreat Center at Montreat,
North Carolina, we chose to caravan alongside
students from Lakeview Presbyterian Church. This
was a blessing, as we had not one but TWO flat
tires, on the way. First and
second time I’ve had a flat tire
while leading a youth trip (in
16 years!).
On our first morning in
North Carolina, we rafted
the Nolichucky River with
the Lakeview group. The
Nolichucky had a higher
than normal water level, from
excessive rains...which made
for adventurous rafting! (See
cover photo) We spent the rest
of the week in the beautiful
Montreat Conference Center
with nearly 1,000 youth
and adults from all over the
country.
Each morning and
evening we met for Worship
and Keynote sessions, in
which the youth experienced
new kinds of worship and
great teaching and preaching
from the speakers. Our youth
especially enjoyed J. Herbert
Nelson, who preached at
the evening sessions. His
dynamic style of preaching
communicated with great
passion the central message of
the week: pursue God with
everything you’ve got!
Our youth are already
looking forward to another
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trip to Montreat this coming summer. Thanks to
Jessie Bruggers and Lee Anne Trichel for spending
the week in the mountains with our Senior High
students.

Photos:
Top: Montreat; At the Graveyard Fields
Trailhead just off the Blue Ridge Parkway.
Bottom: Montreat; Color Run. Shawn Walsh,
Nick Favret, Sarah Alexander, Casey Franklin,
Max Bell.

A Fast of a Different Kind
Fasting is the most powerful spiritual discipline of all
the Christian disciplines. Through fasting and prayer, the
Holy Spirit can transform your life. - Bill Bright
The essay that follows was written by Catherine
Marshall, who came to prominence as a writer after
the death of her husband, Peter Marshall, the former
Chaplain of the US Senate (and a guest speaker on
numerous occasions at SCAPC, at the request of John
Land, a classmate of Marshall’s). This piece describes
a different kind of fast that Marshall took on in
response to God’s invitation, and the results it had in
her life.
A Fasting on Criticalness
by Catherine Marshall
The Lord continues to deal with me about my
critical spirit, convicting me that I have been wrong
to judge any person or situation: “Do not judge, or you
too will be judged. For in the same way you judge others,
you will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will
be measured to you.” (Matt. 7:1-2; NIV)
One morning last week He gave me an assignment:
for one day I was to go on a “fast” from criticism. I
was not to criticize anybody about anything.
Into my mind crowded all the usual objections.
“But then what happens to value judgments? You
Yourself, Lord, spoke of ‘righteous judgment.’ How
could society operate without standards and limits?”
All such resistance was brushed aside. “Just obey Me
without questioning: an absolute fast on any critical
statements for this day.”
As I pondered this assignment, I realized there was
an even humorous side to this kind of fast. What did
the Lord want to show me?
The Experiment
For the first half of the day, I simply felt a void,
almost as if I had been wiped out as a person. This
was especially true at lunch with my husband, Len,
my mother, son Jeff, and my secretary Jeanne Sevigny,
present. Several topics came up (school prayer,
abortion, the ERA amendment) about which I had
definite opinions. I listened to the others and kept
silent. Barbed comments on the tip of my tongue
about certain world leaders were suppressed. In our
talkative family no one seemed to notice.
Bemused, I noticed that my comments were not
missed. The federal government, the judicial system,
and the institutional church could apparently get
along fine without my penetrating observations.
But still I didn’t see what this fast on criticism was
accomplishing—until mid-afternoon.

For several years I had been
praying for one talented young man
whose life had gotten sidetracked.
Perhaps my prayers for him had
been too negative. That afternoon,
a specific, positive vision for this
life was dropped into my mind
with God’s unmistakable hallmark
on it—joy.
Ideas began to flow in a way I had not experienced
in years. Now it was apparent what the Lord wanted
me to see. My critical nature had not corrected a single
one of the multitudinous things I found fault with.
What it had done was to stifle my own creativity—in
prayer, in relationships, perhaps even in writing—
ideas that He wanted to give me.
Last Sunday night in a Bible study group, I told of
my Day’s Fast experiment. The response was startling.
Many admitted that criticalness was the chief problem
in their offices, or in their marriages, or with their
teenage children.
The Result
My own character flaw here is not going to be
corrected overnight. But in thinking this problem
through the past few days, I find the most solid
Scriptural basis possible for dealing with it. (The
Greek word translated “judge” in King James, becomes
“criticize” in Moffat.) All through the Sermon on the
Mount, Jesus sets Himself squarely against our seeing
other people and life situations through this negative
lens. What He is showing me so far can be summed
up as follows:
1. A critical spirit focuses us on ourselves and
makes us unhappy. We lose perspective and humor.
2. A critical spirit blocks the positive creative
thoughts God longs to give us.
3. A critical spirit can prevent good relationships
between individuals and often produces retaliatory
criticalness.
4. Criticalness blocks the work of the Spirit of
God: love, good will, mercy.
5. Whenever we see something genuinely wrong
in another person’s behavior, rather than criticize
him or her directly, or – far worse – gripe about him
behind his back, we should ask the Spirit of God to
do the correction needed.
Convicted of the true destructiveness of a critical
mind-set, on my knees I am repeating this prayer:
“Lord, I repent of this sin of judgment. I am deeply
sorry for having committed so gross an offense against
You and against myself so continually. I claim Your
promise of forgiveness and seek a new beginning.”
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Books of the Month
Behind the Kitchen Door

Winter Grace: Spirituality and Aging

by Saru Jayaraman

by Kathleen Fischer

The last time you
made reservations
at a new restaurant,
chances are you
knew – or asked –
if the ingredients
used
included
organic, fair-trade,
and
free-range.
For reasons of
ethics and health,
more Americans
are asking these
questions.
Yet,
most of us are
distinctly unaware
of the working conditions at the restaurants themselves.
(For example, did you know that the Federal Minimum
wage for tipped workers has been stuck at $2.13/hr for
22 years??)
Behind the Kitchen Door is a long-overdue
exploration of the political, economic, and moral
implications of dining out. The story as yet untold about the well-being of restaurant workers behind the
kitchen door, a reality impacting our health and safety,
our local economy, and the life of our community.
Blending personal narrative and investigative
journalism, Sara Jayaraman shows us that the quality
of the food that arrives at our restaurant tables depends
not only on the sourcing of the ingredients...but on the
treatment, educating, care, attention and skill of the
people who chop, grill, sauté, and serve.
She also provides many practical, simple suggestions
for what we can do – ways to help, ways to positively
impact the restaurants where we regularly enjoy great
food! 			

If you are one of the
40 million Americans
over 60 and have
given some thought
to how best to live the
last quarter of your
life I wholeheartedly
recommend Winter
Grace. This is a book
of thought-provoking
questions:
How
can we live our last
years meaningfully
and joyfully? What
is God’s design for
us as we move into
the later stages of life? Is it possible to thrive rather
than just survive as we grow older? Fischer confronts
these questions head on by proposing a “spirituality
of aging” called winter grace: a perspective that turns
losses into grains, small deaths into life, and weakness
into strength. Consider reflecting on the fact that
“winter reveals those things that the summer of our
lives conceal,” permitting us to see the past, present
and future with a clearer vision.
Review by Foster M. Walsh, PhD
This review is by a recently retired Professor of Education,
who just happens to be my father. He has been doing a
lot of reading since he stepped down from his position
in the Education Department at Gonzaga University
in Spokane, Washington. If you or someone you know is
facing a milestone of aging, or just feeling pangs of getting
older - check this out!
					-Kelly Hostetler

In keeping with the grandeur and beauty of our new Phifer Library space, numerous volunteers, staff and the pastors have given away old books,
culled the collections, and generally made room for a host of new books, commentaries and biblical resources. The View and other publications
will feature book reviews from some of these new acquisitions. Stop by and see how much we’ve changed!
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Congregational Life is All About US!
by Geoff Snodgrass

The mission of the SCAPC Congregational Life
Team is to involve all members in fellowship and
fun as we live out God’s call in our church and our
lives. Chaired by Lilla Wright, with team members
Nancy Ellis and myself, we have great fun serving
the congregation as we strive to provide inclusive,
enjoyable and encouraging social experiences for our
church family.
One of our most popular programs is “Wednesday
Night Out,” which is a great fellowship opportunity,
as we enjoy a delicious meal together, and hear from
interesting speakers on a host of topics. We have
heard from authors, government officials, sports
figures, and community and spiritual leaders. Recent
presentations have included a preview of SCAPC’s
Spring 2014 trip to Turkey, the new football stadium
soon to open on Tulane’s campus, and a retrospective
on SCAPC’s joint trip to Israel and Jordan last Spring.
Sunday morning hospitality is a key
component of our calling as a team and congregation.
As a church, we are called to be welcoming to visitors
and inquirers on any given Sunday. Inviting visitors
to join us in Fellowship Hall for Blue Dot Donuts,
finger sandwiches, cheese straws, mini-quiches and
delicious drinks are central
to this welcoming spirit.
And, since our budget
doesn’t include these kind
of delicacies, we owe great
thanks to our volunteers
– this kind of food comes
from the heart! It’s also a
great way to participate in
the welcome for those of
us who don’t always feel
comfortable introducing
ourselves to every visitor.
Nothing says “Welcome!”
like up a batch of Momma’s
Cheese Straws or Aunt
Betsy’s Peach Surprise.
We’d love to hear your thoughts and ideas about ways

“...this
kind of
food comes
from the
heart!””

to fellowship
together,
w e l c o m e
others,
and
enrich the life
of
SCAPC.
Our team is
also responsible
for the annual
golf and tennis
tournaments,
as well as the
BBQ Cookoff (which our
Senior Pastor
seems to win
with suspicious
frequency).
As
this
church family
continues
to
grow, we look
to you for
inspiration for
the next great
event.
We’d
love nothing
more than for
you to join our
team! If you
think you might
have some gifts
to add to this
ministry (you
like people, you like planning events, you have ideas
about new programs…), please don’t hesitate – contact
Lilla Wright at lillawright@gmail.com and be part of
this team’s service to God and this congregation. We
are thankful to each member, and to the blessing and
power of the Holy Spirit, at work at the center of this
body, and in each of our hearts.

Photos: from various WNO events
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Does Child Sponsorship Work?
by Kelly Hostetler

Two years ago this Fall, the World Mission Team
led Hope Sunday, a church-wide event in which,
with the assistance and guidance of World Vision
International, we offered the congregation a chance
to sponsor a child from around the world. Inspired
by a sermon preached by the Rev. Bob Gamble
that morning, over 60 church members responded,
enthusiastically and personally addressing the need
for food, water, education, and someone who cares
by adopting a child and committing to support the
needs of that child each month.

At the two year point, with the concurrent
publication of several Christian periodicals asking the
same question, we thought it was a good idea to ask
those of you who made the commitment to sponsor a
child – How did it go? Do you feel that child sponsorship
is making a difference? Would you do it again?
Experiences have varied…and responses were
mixed. Some of the responses I received are collected
on the next page.
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Here is a sampling of SCAPC
member sponsor feedback:
Swaziland, girl; Kenya, boy
We sponsor 2 children in Africa. We
have also sent them gifts for holidays and
birthdays. We get back regular notes from
them or a guardian (one child is just 4
years old) telling us of their activities. Over
all it’s certainly a rewarding experience,
well organized, and the kind of activity we
want most to support.

Bangladesh, boy
We believe the program works, based
on limited direct communication from
our child. We are encouraged by the few
photos we’ve received showing his physical
growth. We realize communication is
difficult, but are not satisfied with the
generalized messages of appreciation
which are coupled with appeals to do more
for children. In fact, we are disillusioned
by what appears to be heavy spending
on glossy letters and pamphlets mailed
through USPS. For us more emails, or at
least black ink on recycled paper would be
more appropriate.

Lebanon, boy
We looked forward to sponsoring our
little boy in Lebanon. It did not work
out as expected. Someone would send
correspondence for the child and that
was rare. I was frustrated that we could
not send the child anything more than a
6x9 inch envelope with limited things. I
really only had one drawing that was from
the child initially. We kept getting glossy
folders about the program and requests for
additional funding for the program.
Brazil, girl
Our child lives in Brazil. She is a very
cute-looking little girl, and she and I (and
a few times my daughters) have exchanged
nice brief letters for these two years, not
terribly frequently but every 4 months or
so. Sometimes her mother writes, so I don’t
always have direct contact with her, but
she looks bright and happy in the photos!
This SCAPC member sponsored Vitoria,
whose photos, letters, reports, and drawings
are pictured on pages 12-15.

Bolivia, boy
I keep Iser’s picture on the pinboard in
my office. I find myself looking at him,
wondering what he is doing, how big he is
getting, etc. Whenever I see his picture, I
try to send up a prayer… For his safety and
well being, but also in gratitude for being
given an opportunity to help someone
else in a real way. He sends me drawings
made with color markers I sent him. His
family sent a picture of him playing with a
Matchbox car I sent him for his birthday.
He sends me smiles, I send money. His
gift to me is beyond price.
Jerusalem, boy
We were disappointed. We had hoped
that we somehow might eventually be in
dialogue with a child whose life might be
positively impacted by our gifts and support.
However, in the end, we concluded that
there was nothing “personal” about the
nature of our support and sponsorship, so
we did not continue to be involved beyond
the initial year.
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Addressing the Need through Child
Sponsorship
Roughly 1.4 billion people in our world live on less
than $1.25 per day. In our own country, the latest
census figures show that nearly half of Americans
are either poor or low income. Government
policies that bring about economic growth are
powerful factors in lifting people out of poverty.
However, churches and faith based organizations
are doing important and meaningful work in
addressing poverty – often more than governments
can accomplish. Child Sponsorship programs
began as early as the 1950’s. But, until 2012,
despite 9 million children sponsored worldwide,
and more than $5 billion per year being channeled
into sponsorship programs, no one thought to
inquire…Does child sponsorship work?
The Question Asked
A group of researchers from the University of
San Francisco finally did ask the question – and
Compassion International agreed to be scrutinized.
And it’s a good thing they did – because the evidence
came back overwhelmingly in favor of sponsorship

programs, finding that “sponsored children are more
likely to graduate both secondary school and college,
have salaried employment, and be leaders in their
communities…child sponsorship appears to be a great
‘equalizer,’” helping raise overall baseline education
outcomes for boys and girls alike.
That said, not all child sponsorship programs are
created equal.
The study looked solely at outcomes for Compassion,
International, which funnels money more directly
from sponsor to child - although sponsorship dollars
also fund local churches. Programs from other
organizations–including World Vision, Plan USA, and
Save the Children–that “use funding given in the name
of a sponsored child more broadly to create villagelevel public goods” are “less-targeted nature” and
“more difficult to assess,” the study stated. Based on our
church’s journey with World Vision, the experience of the
sponsor varied greatly, depending on the way sponsorship
dollars were used in that specific child’s community.
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World Vision, USA
Of course, this doesn’t mean that World Vision
isn’t doing some very impressive work. They spend
roughly $2.8 billion annually to care for the poor,
ranking them about 12th within the G20 nations in
terms of overseas development assistance. On their
website, they list their breakdown of funding: 85%
goes to programs, 10% goes towards fundraising,
and 5% goes to management. This is a major change
from the way World Vision was run in the 1990’s,
when a significantly larger portion of their funds were
directed to management and fundraising.
What went wrong for some of us at SCAPC?
For various reasons, our members expected a
different level of communication between sponsor
and child. There was also some surprise about the
amount of money that went to the community, along
with the child. With these two pieces of information
missing or unclear, it is easy to see how the relationship
between the sponsor and the organization breaks
down. Additionally, what some felt was aggressive
fundraising, in addition to materials related to the
sponsored child, was unwelcome and wasteful.
The best experience possible
Of those of us who have been able to develop a
relationship with our sponsored child – the experience
seems to surpass any other means of giving available.
I have sponsored Jacqueline in Rwanda for five years
now, and although communication is slow, I have
received a letter or two a year, along with pictures
of her. A photo each year reveals a gangly little girl

transforming into a young woman – most lately,
standing next to several of the goats that an additional
birthday gift helped her and her family to purchase.
Her letters and updates are posted on the door to my
office – an ongoing source of joy and sign of God’s
love in this great big world…that a few dollars from
my pocket have, through World Vision, been able to
transform the life of a little girl in Rwanda to such
an extent. This is the experience which I truly wish
every one of us could have with child sponsorship…
although there are many ways to
participate in the eradication of
poverty in our community and
our world.
**Note: All comments received
in response to my inquiry about
child sponsorship in our church
have been saved, as written, and
sent (along with this article) to
World Vision, as a testimony to
one church’s experience with their
organization.
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The RHINO Story Continues:
								Camp RHINO
by Avery Strada

Each one of us has a story – of life, faith,
and family. All of us who lived through
Katrina still mark time according to “before
and after” – before the catastrophe and loss;
after, as we came together as a community, in
a shared hope. After, as we are still reminded
of our connectedness, that we cannot exist
without a connection to others and the earth,
encompassed by the greater story of God’s love.
The RHINO Ministry, born after the
catastrophe of Katrina, has a story of its own
– one which many of us at SCAPC have
embraced, in one way or another. But, not all
of us realize that a new chapter of RHINO has
come into being with Camp RHINO.

Camp RHINO Guiding Scripture, Summer 2013:

“There are so many other things
Jesus did. If they were all
written down, each of them, one
by one, I can’t imagine a world
big enough to hold such a library
of books.””
				-John 21:25

Now in its second summer, Camp RHINO
welcomed over 200 campers from around the
United States, for a week of service last June and
July. Six weeks of campers, who journeyed here
in response to our invitation – to serve in our
city and to learn more about the New Orleans
story. Through the structured activities of the
week, campers stepped outside of their own
story and immersed themselves in the stories of
those in need. Here are a few highlights amidst
a typical week: Five busy days.
Each day, campers considered the question,
“What’s your story?” asked by keynote speaker,
Rev. Andy Durbin, who worked with this
theme each night, through a powerful time
of worship, small groups and prayer. On day
one, when campers were most unfamiliar with
the city, Andy focused on the story of God’s
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Cook, Jim Hobden and Program Assistant, Leighton
Bell, prepare dessert for our campers!

creation – a new world inside and out.
With each day’s experiences, Andy
took campers on a journey through
catastrophe, community and covenant,
with the frame of God’s story, God’s love
surrounding them, hemming them in.
Each day had its own rhythm. First
thing after breakfast in Frampton
Fellowship Hall, campers watched a
devotional video, then went out to serve,
in places like the New Orleans Mission,
Habitat for Humanity, The Magnolia
School and the Edible School Yard.
After a full day of work, (and a shower!)
the group shared about their workday
around the dinner table. Then worship
and a message, about the ways in which
God is at work in each of our stories, and
how our response to God’s invitation to
serve can turn up the volume on God’s
love and presence in our lives.
The Camp RHINO staff was privileged
each day to see the birth of new joy, new
light breaking into the campers’ lives. As
they experienced the true excitement that
comes with serving God, they connected
to the needs in their own community.
In every part of the Camp RHINO
experience, God’s love was realized and
shared…which is the RHINO story,
as well. This new chapter of RHINO
continues the work of building hope
into the lives of those in need. Because,
of course, we are all in need of God’s love
and grace in our own stories. We hope
you might consider sharing your story
with us, as next summer, we prepare
to welcome even more Camp RHINO
campers to New Orleans!

Volunteers from Sarasota, Florida take a break and have some
fun while serving at the Edible Schoolyard.

Volunteers from Brandon, Florida pose for a group picture after
a hard day’s work creating new flower beds at the Edible School
Yard.
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Presbyterian Women has a Place for
Every Woman
by Jeanie Clinton, PW Moderator 2013-14

SCAPC’s Presbyterian Women, better known as
“PW,” has been growing in exciting new ways in recent
years. Consider some of our diverse projects and new
events, along with a few annual favorites, which are
appealing to a wide cross-section of Christian women.
An annual dinner attended this past October
15th by 90 women, “Simple Elegance” focuses on
fellowship, delicious food and fine table décor. The
home of Monique and Bob McCleskey was the perfect
setting, and despite the threat of rain, it was a beautiful
evening. Chairwomen Cecile Hardy, Sarah Hillery
and Patricia Brinson planned the evening and carried
it off without a hitch, with the help of more than 20
hard-working volunteers.
We are all excited about two of our newest groups:
PW Needlework and PW Book Club. Mary Ann Mott
guides stitchers of all levels with dedicated enthusiasm
on Thursdays at 10am in the Land Building parlor.
Elizabeth Artigues leads the monthly book gathering,
which has filled a wonderful niche and meets on the
third Thursday of each month at 7pm in the Land
Building. These lively groups are always open to new
members.
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On Sunday, November 10th, the PW Fall Family
Picnic welcomed many picnickers, young and old and in
between, at Bob Merrick and Sheryl Duplantis’ home on
Calhoun Street. Coming up on December 10th, PW’s
Annual Christmas Worship Service will meet at 6:00pm
in the SCAPC Chapel, followed by a holiday reception at
Gordon and Linda Kolb’s home on State Street...another
welcoming home just a short walk from the church.
On January 25-27, 2014, PW sponsors the annual
women’s retreat in Robert, Louisiana, at Solomon
Episcopal Conference Center. This year, we celebrate
twenty years of the women of SCAPC retreating
together. We are excited to welcome former Associate
Pastor Catherine Robinson back to SCAPC, as she will
be the guest preacher for Sunday worship on January 26,
and the speaker for the PW retreat.
PW also sponsors four different Bible studies, with
each group drawing a different group of women, who
come together to study God’s word, fellowship with
friends new and old, and pray for one another. Every
PW event or study is always open to visitors – if you
have never attended a PW function – we encourage you
to come and find your place with Presbyterian Women.

Photos: Left: Simple Elegance Right: PW Fall
Family Picnic
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SCAPC Youth & Children’s
Programs Drive Important
Renovations
by Elizabeth Favret

As our Youth programs have grown, they
have been outgrowing their spaces. Until
this summer, the Challenger Class and the
Youth were all crowded into the third floor,
making for significant challenges on Sundays,
especially. It’s a good problem to have –
and one that our Youth and Children’s Staff
members were ready to tackle. This past
summer, Andy Fox, the Director of Youth
and Young Adults; Michele Murphy, Director
of Christian Education; Lyn Fabacher and I
worked hard to renovate and redecorate the
third floor Youth Rooms, new Challenger
Classroom and Learning Center, and the
entire first floor of the Land Building. The
Land Building had been used hard in the
aftermath of Katrina, and because it is used
by SCAPC in so many varied and important
ways, it needed an upgrade as well – consider
the traffic: from the monthly PW Circle
(for the last 35 years) to the 20/30’s hosting
a BBQ…the MOM’s Group providing
childcare, the Senior Adults brunch, or the
college students’ Monday lunch.
Here is some of what we did.
On the third floor, which now belongs
entirely to the SCAPC Youth Group, we
selected a simulated wood flooring, vibrant
paint colors and new furniture for the main
meeting room and two classrooms. On the
walls, we hung photos generously donated
by Steven Blackmon and some of the youth.
Long overdue Audio/Visual upgrades were
made, and a pool table was donated, as well. A
very heartfelt thanks to the Hinson and Nalty
families for the memorial funds which helped make all
these changes possible.
For the second floor, Michele Murphy and I chose
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Land Building Parlors
new paint and new furniture for the Challenger
classroom, while recommending new Audio-Visual
upgrades to these spaces, as well – a great help
for teaching Sunday School classes. Currently on
Sundays, our kindergarten through third grade kids

watch a video together before meeting in their respective
classrooms for discussion
and activities. The MOM’s
group meets in the Learning
Center twice a month, while
Nursery School uses both
spaces for kids’ activities
and parents’ meetings. It is
a blessing to have these new
spaces offering options for so
many in the building.

Fortunately, we benefited from some special
donations to the project.
Jackie Derks donated a
fabric Oriental screen
that we used to choose
the color palette. Brown
& Demaré, a local carpet
wholesaler, gave us a large
bolt of durable carpet that
we had cut and bound
into area rugs for the
large parlor and dining
room.
Sissy & René
Curry donated several
sets of attractive prints
that we framed and used
throughout the first floor.
The Currys also donated
several sets of books on
display in the custom
bookshelves,
designed
by SCAPC member and
local architect, Michael
Bell. Mary Lib Cole,
church member and
owner of Sofas & Chairs,
donated her time, talents,
and store resources. These
donations provided a
wonderful foundation on
which a few new pieces
and recovered fabrics
were added. The entire
project was made possible
thanks to gifts from the
estates of Margaret Craig
Sanders, Louise Berdon
and Eleanor Monaghan.

The
Session
Team
providing oversight to the
Land Building renovation
was chaired by Lyn Fabacher
and included Nancy Ellis,
Elizabeth Favret, Pierce
Jonassen, and Linda Kolb.
Wayne Willcox, Director of
Administration, was the staff
liaison, guiding us through
the budget process and
assisting in decision-making.
Because of the variety of
intended uses for the first
floor of the Land Building,
there were a number of
things to consider. It was
especially important that the
Land Building be equipped
for serving food at events
and meetings, and be able
to seat as many guests and
members as possible, without
feeling overcrowded or
vacuous. Because so much of
today’s ministries rely upon
audio-visual materials, the
large parlor needed to be
Please come by and
equipped to host everything
check out these terrific
Top: Learning Center
from Sunday School classes
renovations for yourselves
Middle: Youth Classroom
to night lectures and Bible
– we are grateful to
Bottom:
Youth
Room
studies. So, the team set
everyone who assisted in
out to find durable fabrics to
the project and excited
recover existing furniture, curtains for the windows with
about the ways in which these building spaces will
blackout capabilities, resilient flooring options, some
be used to the glory of God.
new furniture, art and accessories.
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“A Little Night Music”

Mac Frampton & Phillip Manuel Benefit Concert

On Thursday, November 7th, SCAPC, along with Temple Sinai, hosted a joint benefit concert to raise money for
RHINO and The New Orleans Musicians Benefit Fund, featuring acclaimed musicians, Mac Frampton (pianist) and
Phillip Manuel (vocalist). A patron party was hosted beforehand at the home of Louellen & Darryl Berger, to meet the
artists more intimately. Both the patron party and the concert were excellent events with great music and fellowship.

Here are what some SCAPC members had to say about the musical festivities:
“There was a lot of toe-tapping going on. I’ve
heard Mac Frampton play before, and he is always
phenomenal. I liked that Phillip had a “theme,” and
I learned a lot about Nat King Cole - things I didn’t
know or had forgotten. I also liked that he walked up
and down the center aisle as he performed, making his
part of the program more intimate and personal. His
“Unforgettable” was indeed that.
My favorite part of the concert was when Mac
asked us for favorite songs and then wove them all
into an unbelievably complex tapestry of music. That
made for a standing ovation! I sincerely hope we can
put on something like that again. I’d be there in a
heartbeat.”
-Jennie Steele
“It was a very special evening! The “Nat King
Cole” theme that Phillip featured was great because
it taught us something about the fabulous songs
that he performed. Mac’s ability to combine song
requests into one song is amazing! Finding out that
Rabbi Cohn knew Mac from college days was quite a
surprise! I would love to see more events like this.”
-Holly Sharp Snodgrass
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“My wife and I are infrequent attendees of SCAPC
special events, but we do enjoy visiting WNO to hear
special guest speakers, and we also attend Christmas
music performances. When we read online and in
the church bulletin about “A Little Night Music”
concert, Linda and I thought it would be a wonderful
opportunity to hear Mac Frampton, who has been here
in the past, but whom we have never met or heard. We
invited our running friends to join us for the concert,
and it turned out to be a perfect evening!
Mac Frampton is a genius. The energy he
demonstrated was contagious, filling the whole
sanctuary with clapping and shouts of glee. Phillip
Manuel was singing to a crowd of people who grew
up with Nat King Cole and knew all the words to the
songs. I’m sure the younger folks in attendance also
recognized many of his classics. He was wonderful and
will now be seeing us at his other local evening events.
The bass and guitar were the best and made all the
music sound like a full orchestra. We now own a CD
from Mac and Phillip that will always remind us of a
perfect evening.”
-Bruce Worley

RHINO Christmas Cards for Sale!
Give the gift of hope this
holiday season and support
the Rebuilding Hope In
New Orleans (RHINO)
Ministry! You can find us
in Frampton Fellowship
Hall each Sunday in
December leading up to
Christmas. Cards are $10
each, and all proceeds
benefit the mission and
outreach of RHINO. If
you have questions, please
contact Ruth Hinson at
ruth@hinson-family.com.

SCAPC Member Milestones

Share your SCAPC member milestones with us! Send them to events@scapc.org.

Births
Elizabeth Mary Goodwin (Liza)
daughter of Elizabeth & Brett Goodwin
Jakob Albert & Levi Dylan Stocker
sons of Michelle & David Stocker
Michael Louis Habetz
son of Lauren & Jeffrey Habetz
Henry Hood (Hood) & Rutherford Neal (Ford) Kolb
sons of Gordon & Holt Kolb, Jr.
Member deaths
Mrs. Harriet Jung
Ms. Mary C. Long
Mrs. Linda J. Cannon
Mrs. Gloria C. Lanassa
Mr. Don Lanassa
Mrs. Helen Tycer Lewis
Mrs. Sally Link

BAPTISMS
Brett Tinsley Elkins
daughter of Keli & Nicholas Tinsley Elkins
Marie Scott Montgomery
daughter of Benjamin & Anna Marie Montgomery
Elizabeth Mae Ward
daughter of Erin Wimberly & Stephen Ward
Owen Marshall Wilt
son of Jonathan & Laura Elizabeth Wilt
Quan Shi (adult baptism)
Elliott Stagg
son of David & Andie Stagg
Elizabeth Mary Goodwin (Liza)
daughter of Elizabeth & Brett Goodwin
MARRIAGES
Ainsley Hines to Justin Santa Barbara
Ellen Shields to Ben Manuel
Rachel Landis to Tommy Minter, Jr.
Eugenia Edwards to Mathews Pierson
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St. Charles Avenue

presbyterian church
1545 State Street
New Orleans, LA 70118
www.scapc.org

Please deliver to:

Advent
at St. Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church
First Sunday of Advent

Sunday, December 1, 8:30 & 10:30 services

Shades of Praise

- Christmas

Gospel Music

Wednesday, December 4 at 6:45 PM

White Gift Service

Sunday, December 15 at 10:30 AM

Celebration of Carols

Sunday, December 22 at 10:30 AM

Christmas Eve Services

Tuesday, December 24, Sanctuary
Family - 5:00 PM (Childcare)
Lessons & Carols - 7:00 PM (No Childcare)

Sunday after Christmas - one service
Sunday, December 29 at 9:30 AM

St. Charles Avenue
Presbyterian Church invites
you to join us for these
special events during the
Advent season to share in the
joy, love and celebration of
our Savior’s birth!

40/50 Progressive Dinner

Thursday, December 5 at 6:30 PM
Beginning at 1222 Third Street

20/30 Brunch & Gift Exchange

Sunday, December 8 at 11:45 AM

Stillwagon Residence, 440 Millaudon Street

PW Worship Service & Reception

Tuesday, December 10 at 6:00 PM, Chapel
Reception to follow at 1640 State Street

Youth Group “Celebration in The Oaks”
Sunday, December 15 at 4:30 PM

MOMs Group Christmas Party

Tuesday, December 17 at 6:30 PM
SCAPC Land Building, Riverside

Youth Group Progressive Dinner
Sunday, December 22 at 4:30 PM

